
 

 

Chapter 791 

Thinking that Yi Yan sneered, he found another bottle of wine, put it directly in his mouth, pried the 

bottle cap, and poured it into his throat. 

In fact, if you drink too much, it will have no taste, just like drinking boiled water. Anyway, drinking it can 

make people forget the sadness and forget all that they want to forget. 

Gu Shao, this… Xiaoya couldn’t bear to look at Yi Yan who had been drinking wine over there. How could 

this be drinking? This was drinking the wine as Mengpo soup. She could see that his heart was bitter, 

and she didn’t know which woman had no eyes to hurt Mr. Yi, who was so good, how many women 

could be worthy of Mr. Yi? 

Gu Yan looked at Xiaoya, raised her pointed chin with his hand, and joked, “What? Do you feel 

distressed?” 

Xiaoya smiled and shook Gu Yan’s hand, and said coquettishly, “No, of course people like you more.” 

Gu Yan frowned, looked at Yi Yan earnestly, and said, “When he wants to drink, it’s useless to persuade 

him. Just let him drink it, and just sleep drunk.” 

… 

After work time, this time Yin Luo deliberately remembered when he was about to leave work. 

However, Yi Yan didn’t call her until she got off work. He used to call her first and then drive her home. 

Could it be that he found that something was wrong with her, and he felt embarrassed even if she was a 

little angry, so he didn’t want to put it on anymore? 

That’s good, both of them are still very tired in acting. 

This time, Yin Luo got off work according to the normal time, so there were still many employees when 

he went downstairs. 

Walking downstairs, Yin Luo stood at the door of the company watching the vehicles on the road and did 

not leave immediately. 

A male employee with glasses walked to Yin Luosheng and said hello, “President, are you waiting for 

someone?” 

Hearing the voice of the male employee, Yin Luo only looked back and looked at the male employee. He 

is also considered young, probably in his twenties, and looks mature and stable. 

Yin Luo only felt familiar, but didn’t know him. Because there were too many employees in the 

company, it was normal not to know him. 

No. Yin Luo shook his head and answered faintly. 



She was supposed to drive home, but now she is standing here watching the cars on the highway. What 

is she doing? She can see the car every day at the entrance of the company. What is so good about 

today’s car? 

Moreover, I used to get off work late, and I could see colorful lights when I was out of the company, but 

now there is nothing, what is she looking at? 

Then what difficulties have you encountered? Do you need my help? the male employee asked 

enthusiastically. After he saw that the president was either waiting for someone or something else, or 

else he was standing here doing something stupid, should he still look at the scenery? 

Thank you, I’m really fine, I just want to be here alone for a while. Yin Luo finally smiled a little, really 

good, it turned out that it was so warm when someone cared about it unexpectedly. It’s just that, before 

Yi Yan always called her to rest, or when she asked her to eat and play together, why didn’t she feel 

warm? 

Maybe it’s because all this is fake, she didn’t feel it, but her heart felt it in advance. 

The male employee nodded towards Yin Luo and said with a smile, “The president, you are all right, I will 

go home first. It’s too late now, don’t wait for it to get dark before going back.”  

Okay. Yin Luoqian smiled and nodded, looking at the male employee’s back, walking farther and farther, 

and finally disappearing from her sight. 

Then a passing employee greeted her. Later, there were fewer and fewer people, the sky changed a 

color, the street lights on the road were automatically turned on at the time, and all the vehicles on the 

road were walking with their lights on. 

In the end, the security guard who locked the door came. He was an old grandfather, and Yin Luo knew 

him very well. She used to be the last one to leave the company, so she always met this grandfather. 

Luoluo, haven’t you left yet? Grandpa smiled and spoke, and he could clearly see how many teeth were 

missing from his mouth. Most of the teeth were also missing a small piece. 

Yin Luo looked at the street last, he probably won’t be here. She originally thought that she could 

deceive herself, but the fact was the fact after all, and she was indeed looking forward to his arrival. 

It’s really worthless, he has always treated her well and tolerated her, all to take advantage of her. 

When he was tired of her, she thought he was just busy, not forgetting to call her, not forgetting to pick 

her home. 

Watching the cars passing by on the street, none of them belonged to him. She looked at similar cars, 

looked forward to it again and again, and experienced disappointment again and again. In this way, she 

is still making excuses for him, he may have forgotten because of work. 

Maybe he didn’t deliberately lie to her about everything. 

But these are just what she thinks in her heart, just thinking about it is enough. In reality, she still has to 

face it, she can’t use Yin as a bet. 

She clearly understands that it’s so late, he should go back… 



I’m going back now. Yin Luo answered his grandfather with a smile as well. He had to say that although 

grandpa had wrinkles on his face while smiling, he also showed broken teeth. But his smile is contagious. 

Let her be unhappy just now, and now she feels much better. 

Then you have to pay attention to safety. Grandpa said in his vicissitudes of life. This voice has gone 

through years of polishing, listening to it a little bit sad. 

You too, you have to rest well, pay attention to your body, and pay attention to safety on the road. 

After saying hello to Grandpa, Yin Luo drove back to Pin Yinyuan. 

Strangely, it’s so late, from the outside, the lights in the hall are still on. After entering, she found that 

Zhang Ma was still sitting on the sofa. 

Why haven’t you slept yet? Yin Luo walked over and asked. 

Zhang Ma felt relieved when Yin Luo came back. She replied, “I’m worried that you haven’t eaten when 

you come back so late, so I want to cook dinner for you before going to bed.” 

Yin Luo grabbed Zhang’s mother and persuaded her to say, “Zhang’s mother, I will do it myself now. 

From now on, you can just sleep when it gets dark, and there will be me.” 

Zhang Ma didn’t answer Yin Luo’s question first, but looked at the door and asked, “Why hasn’t he come 

in yet, young master?” 

What young master? I don’t know? Yin Luo was a little dazed by the question. Shouldn’t Yi Yan go home 

long ago? 

The young master was not with you? Didn’t you all come back together before? I thought you were 

together. Hearing that the young master did not know the whereabouts of the young master, Zhang Ma 

immediately became anxious. 

This…Anyway, we weren’t together today. Yin Luo couldn’t explain it for a while. Zhang’s mother 

shouldn’t know about Yi Yan’s use of her, so don’t involve Zhang’s mother.  

Who knows that Yi Yan didn’t go home. At the moment, she can only comfort Zhang Ma, “Zhang Ma, 

don’t worry, how could he be lost because he is a big man? I will call him right away.” 

Okay, hurry up. Mom Zhang anxiously urged, Master, don’t want to do anything. 

The phone rang for a while before being connected. The voice that came was not Yi Yan, but a woman. 

Yin Luo suddenly felt an unspeakable feeling in his heart, which was very uncomfortable. She said why 

he hasn’t come back now, because he was with a woman. Hey, she waited for him to make excuses for 

him all the time, she knew he was still worried about him with Zhang Ma when he didn’t come back. 

Sure enough, men are unreliable, especially those who are rich and handsome like Yi Yan, and women 

want to pounce upon them as soon as they see them. 

Before the woman said a few words, the call was transferred to another man. Hearing this frivolous 

voice, it should be Gu Yan. 



Gu Yan, it’s you, where’s Yi Yan? Yin Luo asked, and signaled Zhang Ma not to worry. Now the phone is 

connected. No matter who it is, Yi Yan must be fine anyway. 

Now that I know that Gu Yan is also there, it’s not surprising that there are women where Gu Yan is 

there, isn’t it? However, if Gu Yan brought it, why did Yi Yan’s phone rang, but a woman was the first to 

connect? 

The first thing now is to let Zhang’s mother stop worrying, as the other things are not important. 

Anyway, he was just using her, so why did he make her sad when there was a woman next to him? 

Although Gu Yan didn’t drink as much as Yi Yan, he was a little drunk. His voice was good at first, and 

now he was a little more lazy, and he was a little bit coquettish in his tone, “Luo Luo, you just said to 

me…hiccup… …Say one, two, three, four, five, six, six sentences, do you want your Yiyan? You haven’t 

called my dear yet, you have disappointed me too much.” 

Don’t talk nonsense, where are you? Yin Luo didn’t want to listen to Gu Yan’s nonsense, just wanted to 

know how Yi Yan was. 

Where are we? We are… hiccups… Halfway through, Gu Yan made a magical hiccup, then he handed the 

phone to Xiaoya indiscriminately, and said, “You tell her where we are, I Sleepy, sleep first.” 

Xiaoya answered the phone and only reported the address. It is their duty not to overrule. 

It was the same place, Yin Luo knew. After knowing the address, Yin Luo hung up the phone and 

explained the situation to Zhang’s mother. 

Mother Zhang, Yi Yan may be drunk during social gatherings. I will pick him up and be back in a while. 

The reason for saying this is just to reassure Zhang Ma. The reason to pick him up was just to reassure 

Zhang Ma. 

If there is no Zhang Ma, she should let him drink to death in the bar. 

Okay, you go. Mom Zhang felt relieved when she knew that the young master was fine, but it was too 

late now, so she hurriedly urged. 

Okay. Yin Luo replied, it’s not too early, but Zhang’s mother is still waiting. She cares, “You go to bed 

first, and I will leave when you sleep. I will take Yi Yan back. Don’t worry. , Leave it to me.” 

Yin Luo was afraid that she would not say that, so Zhang’s mother would wait for them regardless of her 

health. This was not enough. 

In order for the young lady to receive the young master earlier, Zhang’s mother had to go to bed first. 

Taking the key and locking the door from the outside, Yin Luo rushed to the bar. 

At the door of the private room, before entering, Yin Luo smelled a smell of alcohol. How much alcohol 

did they drink? 

Pushing the door open, Yin Luo was even more shocked by the scene inside. The most inside are wine 

bottles, standing, lying, tumbling, filled with different amounts of all kinds of wine bottles.  



 


